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Supplementary Text

2-step Mathematical Fusion/Diffusion Model to Simulate the Single DCV Fluorescence
Intensity Trace
The fluorescence signal originating from the DCVs during spontaneous, Ca 2+ accelerated, and Ca 2+ triggered fusion follows a characteristic line shape ( Fig. 1C and fig. S1 ). In the following paragraphs we describe a simple 2-step fusion/diffusion model that reproduces the basic features of the signal.
At each time the fluorescence originating from the fluorophore mRuby is determined by the sum of the fluorophore fraction located in the lumen of the DCV at a concentration CDCV and the fraction in the small cleft between supported membrane and substrate at concentration CCLEFT
The model starts with a DCV of diameter dDCV = 200 nm (66) docked at the supported lipid bilayer at distance z0=8 nm (67) from the substrate and at x,y = 0. For the observed intensities we take into account the 2D point spread function at  = 600 nm and the decay of the evanescent wave with a characteristic penetration depth of dp = 100 nm
At time t1 a fusion pore opens and content from the DCV gets released through the supported membrane into the cleft with a characteristic rate kr at x,y = 0
Fluorescent content in the cleft is located at an average distance zCLEFT = 2 nm (70) and spreads laterally in the x,y plane by free diffusion characterized by a diffusion coefficient D1
During the life time of the fusion pore (t1 < t < t2 ) the shape of the DCV stays intact and content gets released from membrane proximal areas first ( fig. S1C ). A simpler model in which the distribution of content inside the DCV stays homogenous did not fit the data sufficiently. The fluorescence intensity originating from the DCV during this phase becomes
with z1(t) changing over time as more and more content gets released.
At time t2 the DCV with its remaining content in the distal region from the supported membrane collapses into the SLB and diffuses together with the already released content laterally within the cleft with a diffusion coefficient D2
At the time of collapse (t2) we assume the remaining content to collapse into a plane corresponding to the surface area of the original DCV instantaneously. The total observable intensity which now originates only from the cleft becomes
We simulated the fluorescence intensity of the central pixel centered at a DCV using the above parameters and adjusting the length of the time period t2-t1, the release rate kr and the diffusion coefficients D1/2. In the shown simulation ( fig. S1 ), the DCVs release fluorescent content at a characteristic rate of 0.7 s -1 for the duration of 700 ms. The content diffuses with a rate of D1 = 5 m 2 /s; DCVs then collapse into the supported membrane after which the remaining content diffuses with a specific diffusion coefficient of D2 =0.05 m 2 /s. This sequence was then used to compute traces for TIRF microscopy (dp = 100 nm) in ( fig. S1A ) and epi-fluorescence microscopy (dp = inf) in ( fig.   S1B ). Despite the simplifications in the model the curves reproduce the basic characteristics of the recorded traces very well. Both diffusion coefficients are significantly smaller than the reported diffusion coefficient for GFP in solution (D  80 m 2 /s, (71) indicating that the content indeed diffuses in the cleft between SLB and substrate where the molecular mobility is known to be impaired (72, 73) .
The slower diffusion observed after the collapse of the DCV might be due to the high density of (protein-) material at the fusion site. The epi-fluorescence recording in (fig. S1B ) shows that the characteristic peak observed in the TIRF recording ( fig. S1A) is indeed caused by the movement of fluorescent content closer to the surface within the evanescent field. As mentioned above, it was necessary to preserve the overall structure and shape of the DCV during the release phase to model the data sufficiently. This observation agrees well with the explanation for the amperometric foot signals during exocytotic events in chromaffin cells (74).
fig. S1. Line shape of intensity traces from single DCV fusion events. (A) Average peak pixel intensities (squares, with standard deviations shown as shades) from 10 individual DCV fusion events.
The signals were aligned at the characteristic peak at t = 1s. DCV fusion was observed by TIRF microscopy as described in the Methods section. whereas there is no effect on DCV docking. Table S18 contains a summary of events. 
